In this paper we generalize the Jodeit-Jones-Moser inequalities relating 0<*-(jS/r°,if U/H, < 1.
Throughout the paper 1 < q < oo, \/q + 1/p = 1, and \\f\\q < 1. Also let there be given an indexing map o: [0, oo) -» 9H such that a(r') c o(r"), r' < r", and a(0) = 0. We will write o(r) = Sr and we will assume that H^H^, < oo, where <t>r = <t>-XsrThroughout the paper, 1 < a < p unless q = 1, in which case 1 < a < oo, and 0 < ß < a. We set ftr) = ||<M|", F(r) = fxf+r dfi, *•(,) = W* **(') = F(ry\p(r)~ß. From Holder's inequahty, F(r) < $(r), from which F*(r) < xf/*(r). The main result of the paper is the following theorem. The special case of the above inequality for X = [0, oo), o(r) = [0, r), <b(x) = 1 on [0, oo), and a = p, ß = 0 has been studied extensively. We have then tp*(r) = r, dm* = dr, and F*(r) = (fr0fdxy. The case ? > 2, i>(«) = e_u is due to Moser [3] , and the case q > 1 with <b(u) = e~" can be found in Jodeit [1] . For arbitrary nonincreasing $, q > 1, and the same special X, a, <j> as above, the inequahty is due to Jones [2] . The proof in [2] is different from those in [1] and [3] and, as we shall see, lends itself to prove our theorem.
2. The proof of Theorem 1 is based on Theorem 2 below, a result of interest in its own right. Here the continuity of \p* is not required. Theorem 2. There exist constants c, d depending on q, a, ß only such that, for any 0 < s < cc, the inequalities ^(r^ > \p*(rx) > cs, r2 > r" and ^*(rf) -F*(rf) < s, j = 1, 2, imply ^*(r2) -*•(#■,) < ds.
Proof. We need the following inequalities.
(i) If <!" a2 > 0, a > 1, then a2" -a," < aa2"_1(a2 -a,).
(ii) If a2 > a, > 0, a2 > aj > 0, 0 < y < 1, and 1 < p < oo, then
where c = (1 -y)~l/p. The proof of (i) is simply the mean value theorem for differentation, and for the proof of (ii) start with the expression in braces and apply the mean value theorem using the function ul~y.
We first treat the case 1 < q < oo. Assume first that ^*(rx) > 2s. Then **(r.) -s < F*(rx) < í Jf f« dfi] Vi',) from which
where c depends only on q and a. This part is, except for exponents and notation, the same as in [2] . We still assume that ip*(rx) > 2s, and note that 0 < ^(r^ -\l>*(rx) < s + F*(rz) -F*(r\)-We will estimate now By (i) and (ii), since we may assume that ty(r2) > »^(r,), we get 
for some constant c0 depending on q, a, ß. Now the argument proceeds as in [2] . We let \p*(rx) > 2c^s, so that the "c" in the theorem is 2c0. If we now choose y*(rx) > 2acs, then r(r2) -**(>-,) < s + r(r2)/2 or ^*(r2) < ty«(r,).
Substitute this into the above inequality and obtain j//*(/-2) -\p*(rx) < ds. Corollary 1. // ^*(r) -» oo as r -» oo, then \¡/*(r) -F*(r) -» oo as r-* oo.
Remark. The above corollary can also be directly proven by writing fao=f' + f" with \\f"\\q < £ and/' = fxsr for some large r0, where fx = fxusr anc* showing that F*(r)/W*(r) -h-0 as r -^ oo.°T he case a = 1, /? = 0 of Theorem 2 provides us with a measurement of the amount by which Holder's inequality misses being an equality. Let h/(r) = \\<j>r\\p -íxftrd¡x>0. n/*i/*i Í11*'11' H*"11' il^Hp -llalli» 1 -,, ,
Proof. If we deny this, we have max{Ay(/), hj(u)} < s < g(t, u). But then Theorem 2 tells us \\<b,\\p -\\4>u\\p < ds.
3. This paragraph is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. We let Es = {r: ®{v*(r) -E*(r)} > s] and note that f°° ®{xp*(r) -F*(r)} dm* = f°° m*(Es) ds. 
